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Abstract-We consider the flow of ideal gas in half space described by the system of compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations. We apply the Prandtl scaling and we obtain the system of compressible 
Prandtl equations. In this article, a modification of the classical Chapman-Enskog method is pro- 
posed, which allows us to derive the system of compressible Prandtl equations directly from the 
Boltzmann equation without the use of the Knudsen-layer correction. Different types of boundary 
conditions are discussed. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
To describe the flow of ideal gas in RD, one can choose two different descriptions-macroscopic 
and kinetic. 
On the molecular (kinetic) level, the fundamental concept is based on the density of particles 
f(~, U, t) in a single particle phase space RD x RD. Here 5 and u denote the position and velocity 
of the particle at time t. Assuming zero external forces, the dimensionless kinetic equation for 
t,his nonnegative function f(z, V, t) takes the form 
a,j + (v. V,) f = &-c(I). (1) 
On the right-hand side, there is the collision operator C(f), which acts only in the space of 
velocities, i.e., particles are assumed to be mass points and collisions instantaneous. According 
t,o the particular choice of the collision operator, we call (1) the Boltzmann equation, the BGK 
model, etc. 
On the macroscopic level, the basic principles are the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, 
and energy, together with the second law of thermodynamics. The description is based on macro- 
scopic (measurable) quantities-density p, velocity U, and temperature 8. For ideal (viscous) gas, 
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we obtain the system of dimensionless compressible Navier-Stokes equations 
&P + v, (PU) = 0, 
P (4 + 21. Vz)u + V,(P~) = KnV, . [w(u)] ? 
fp (8, + u. V,) Q + p6’(V,. u) = Knlg(lr) : CT(U) + KnV, . [r;V,.Q] , 
(2) 
where D(U) = (V,u + V~U) - 2/D(V, u)l and / L, K are the coefficients of viscosity and thermal 
conductivity of the gas. 
The dimensionless parameter Kn, the Knudsen number, plays the key role in the study of 
the connection of these two models. From the kinetic formulation, it follows that the Knudsen 
number is the ratio of the mean free path X of the particle to the characteristic macroscopic 
length L. On the macroscopic level, the Knudsen number is the ratio of the Mach number Ma to 
the Reynolds number Re (von Karman’s relation), 
For sufficiently small Knudsen numbers or sufficiently dense gases, both models cau bc used. 
Every macroscopic quantity has its corresponding molecular quantity and their relation is based 
on taking the mean value of the molecular quantity with respect to the density f: 
P= s f dv = (f) , PU = (u.0 1 R" 
In order to not have to distinguish between particular models of collision operator, we summarize 
their common and essential properties. 
l Collision invariants: (C(f)$) = 0 for $ = 1, ~1, . . , ug , /u12, which formally lead to the 
system of macroscopic equations 
C-2) 
l Fundamental inequality: (C(f) In f) 5 0, w 1~1 h’ 1 g uarantees the validity of the second law 
of thermodynamics and enables us to characterize t,he gas in equilibrium by one of the 
following equivalent propositions: 
C(f)=0 u (C(f)lnf)=O e f=7n= 
(2&2 ex*' 
(-!!I$). (yj) 
The equilibrium density m is called the Maxwellian distribution. 
The formal system (4) of the macroscopic equations is not closed and several methods of 
its closure were proposed. We will deal with the Chapman-Enskog method [1,2] based on t,he 
expansion of the state close to equilibrium with respect to a small parameter Kn. It is known t,hat 
the Chapman-Enskog method if applied to (4) results in system (2) of compressible Navier-Stokes 
equations. 
In the presence of the boundary, both formulations have to be completed by st,ating the bound- 
ary conditions. For simplicity, we assume that the domain is the half space Z’ = (~1, , zD_ 1) E 
RD-’ and XD > 0 with an impenetrable wall at ICY = 0. Density distribution of particles leaving 
the wall (v’ E RDpl and UUg > 0) can be prescribed in different ways. We shall deal with the 
following three types. 
0 Specular reflection: 
f(V’, UD) = f(V', -vD). (6) 
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l Reverse reflection: 
l Diffusive reflection: 
f (6 VD) = - .L”<O 
vD f (II’, ug ) dv’ duo 
(27re,)(D-W4” (8) 
Here (T.&, 0) and 8, are the velocity and temperature of the wall. For the system of Navier-Stokes 
equations, we consider 
a 4’ = 0, 
u’ = u:, 
u’ = u:, 
‘1LD = 0, 
UD = 0, 
‘llD = 0, 
and 
and 
and 
&V,e = 0, (6’) 
?Z,,e = 0, (7’) 
8 = 8,. (8’) 
PRANDTL IDEA 
In the rest of this paper, we shall deal with the flow of fluids with small viscosity and we shall 
focus on the thin boundary layer. Let E be the thickness of such a region. From the Prandtl 
theory [3], we know that such a flow is characterized by a high Reynolds number Re = sW2. 
Because the gas is compressible, its Mach number is finite (Ma = l), and consequently, the 
Knudsen number Kn = Ed. To derive a simpler system of macroscopic equations in the boundary 
layer, we rescale the independent variables 
From the continuity equation, we see that the normal component UD of the velocity is also very 
small, therefore, we set 
p (2, t> =p(x, t), u’ (5, i) = u/(x, t), uD(x, t) iiD (5, t) = ~ 
E ’ 
and s (5, t> = !9(X, t). 
For these new quantities, we obtain the system of compressible Prandtl equations provided higher- 
order terms in the system of compressible Navier-Stokes equations can be neglected. Thus, we 
derive the system (written without tilde) 
together with the set of boundary conditions considered above. From the third equation, it follows 
that the pressure depends only on the variables x’ and t, so it can be considered to be a given 
function. Because values of the velocity 2~’ and the temperature 0 also have to be prescribed as 
:r:D + 00, we suppose 
@(x’,t)=&?E(d,xD =o,t), u’(xD=m)=u’,(xD =o), 6(xD=m)=eE(xD =o), (lo) 
where PE, UE, and 0~ is the solution of the compressible Euler equations on the halfspace with 
the slip boundary conditions. 
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RESCALED BOLTZMANN EQUATION 
In this section, we establish the connection between the appropriately resealed Boltzmann 
equation and the system of compressible Prandtl equations. For this purpose, we (slightly) 
modify the standard Chapman-Enskog method [1,2]. Before doing so, we introduce convenient 
notation. 
In order to find a solution not far from equilibrium, it is advantageous to linearize the collision 
operator by Taylor’s formula 
ic (m (1 + Eg)) = ZC(na) 
,m 
+ +c(ill)(mgJ +~‘+!??)(ms): + 0 (E3) . 
= 0, see (5) = &C(g) = E2 GXg,g) 
The linear operator C is supposed to be nonnegative, self-adjoint, and to satisfy the Fredholm 
alternative with (D+2)-dimensional kernel spanned by the collision invariants { 1, ~1, , ug, IuI”} 
on the Hilbert space 
L: (RD) = {g(v) : RD 4 R 1 gm112 E L2 (Rn)), 
with the scalar product 
(91 h) ,,, L2 = 
s 
ghm dv. 
R” 
Further, we use vector (tensor) notation 
where @ is the tensor product. We assume that the solution of 
L (A’) = A and L (a’) = B 
can be written (we know that A, B satisfy Fredholm alternative) in the form 
d’(V) = +(P, 0, IP'lM(V) and B’(V) = -P(P, Q> lvl)w), 
where a,/3 are positive scalar functions. We denote by nzo a particular type of Maxwellian 
distribution with zero mean velocity in 5~ direction, i.e., 
m” = (&$D,2 exp 
Iv’ - uq2 + ?J; 
20 ’ 
Following the Prandtl idea of scalin g, we introduce the resealed Boltzmann equation (tilde omit- 
ted) 
8t.f + (.u’ Ozl) f + fM%,J = $C(.). 
Now we can state our main result. 
(11) 
THEOREM. Assume that p, u, 8 solve the system of compressible Prandtl equations (9) with the 
coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity given by’ 
PU(P,Q) = ~(~(~,~,IVl)d~,(V)mo), (12) 
4~8 = ~(P(P,~,Iv~)~~D(v)~~), (13) 
‘We can observe the absence of the parameter E in front of these coefficients in system (9). This differs from the 
result of the classical Chapman-Enskog expansion. 
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with one set of the boundary conditions (6’)-(8’) and with additional conditions (10). Then there 
c,xist functions g and w such that 
h” = ‘1110 (1 + EQ + E2W) (14) 
is an approximative solution of order 1 to the resealed Boltzmann equation (111, i.e., 
athE + (d O,f) h’ + +Jl’ = $c (G) + O(E), (15) 
and specular reflection boundary condition corresponding to macroscopic conditions (6’) is ap- 
proximated up to the order 2, while reverse reflection, respectively, diffusive reflection correspond- 
ing to macroscopic conditions (7’): respectively, (8’) are satisfied approximately to the order 1. 
Moreover, PL’ lies ill the orthogonal complement to the kernel of linear operator C and g is given 
D-l 
(16) 
I=1 
PROOF. The above-mentioned modification of the standard Chapman-Enskog method is based 
on the relations of orthogonality for g. This function does not lie in the orthogonal space to the 
kernel of operator C, but for $ = vg, this condition is 
(g’uD??~O) = ,i?tLD. (17) 
There is no dispute due to the particular choice of Maxwellian VLO. 
I%‘e substitute approximative solution h-’ into the resealed Boltzmaml equation (11). Compar- 
ing the terms of the same order and omitting higher-order terms, we obtain 
The right-hand sides of both equations have to satisfy conditions of the Fredholm alternative 
with collision invariants (1, ‘L’ - PL’, uD, l/2( 1~’ - ~‘1~ +L$,)}. For partial derivative a with respect 
to t or xj: we have the formula 
dmo _ aw) + Iv’ - u’12 + ?J; D + 2 dB (7J’ - ,U’) . du’ 
1710 PQ ( 28 
-- e+ 
2 > Q 
From equation (L,) for the collision invariant I/I = ‘ug, we see that 
%,I (PQ) = 0, 
And consequently, this equation can be rewritten as 
(18) 
D-l 
l(g) = c d,o(v/) &,,n,j + aD(v) 3. 
j=l 
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Solution g is exactly (16) if we suppose additional condition (17). Solvability conditions for (C,,,) 
reduce to the remaining Prandtl equations. The term Q(g, g) has a property of collision invariants. 
The second term gives the relations 
(‘UD&,, (7nOg)) = ‘%,, (P”D) j
((q - uj) v,&,, (mog)) = a,,, (0 (‘$moS)) + WD%,,UJ j forj=l,...,D-1, 
(r&%,, (7nos)) = 6, 
Id - uq2 f t& 
2 
2/D&,, (mcg) = i33i,) (O”” (B@710g)) 
+D+2 
D-l 
From the first term of (C,), we deduce 
((a, -t ‘u’ .Vd) mo) = atp + vx? (pu’) 1 
((q - ULj) (at -t ,?I’ . V,f ) mo) = p (at + IL’ . v:,r ) ‘U, -t a.r., (PO). forj = l:...,D-1, 
i 
Iv’ - u’12 + 4 (8, + Vu/ . V,,) 7tq) 
2 
) 
= $I (a, + U’ V,f) B + go (&I + v,, . (p’)) + po (v,Tr . ,LL’) 
The expressions containing djD and 23 D can still be simplified using definitions (12) and (13) of 
t,he coefficients y and K, due to the symmetry 
Let us notice that from (18), we have (D/2)8 UDC~~,,~ + (D/2)p~D3,~,,6’ = 0 and the Prandtl 
equations follow. 
To prove the statement about boundary conditions, we have to show that relations (6))(8) 
hold approximately with hE instead of f up to the order mentioned above. In all these cases, the 
wall is impenetrable, so 
For specular reflection, Maxwellians on both sides of (6) are equal and g(zD = 0) = (1. In the 
case of diffusive reflection, we can evaluate 
VDhE (ZD = 0) dU = 
so for 0 = 0, and ,u’ = uh, we obtain equal Maxwellians also. Reverse reflection has order of 
approximation one, because we have 
D-l 
m 
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CONCLUSION 
Our result completes a list of several recent studies. In the article [4], the authors introduced 
scaling, which gives the incompressible Prandtl equations from the Boltzmann equation by the 
moments method. In the article [5], the stationary compressible Prandtl equations are derived 
by a modified Hilbert method. In this paper, we propose a modification of the Chapman-Enskog 
method that enables us to perform the limit leading to the evolutionary compressible Prandtl 
equations without the use of the Knudsen-layer correction. 
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